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Special Issue on Symbolic Computation in Algebra,
Analysis, and Geometry
Foreword of the Guest Editors
This volume contains papers which originated during the Fall 1998 Program on Symbolic
Computation in Geometry and Analysis at the Mathematical Sciences Research Institute
in Berkeley, California.
The topics discussed in these contributions are clear evidence of the rich interplay
between symbolic computation and algebra, analysis, and geometry. They include: the
algorithmic study of D-modules and of differential systems; the study of resultants and
subresultants; toric methods in the solution of polynomial systems; monomial and lattice
ideals; cohomology of coherent sheaves; Gro¨bner bases in algebras with multiplicative
bases; algorithms for binary forms in classical invariant theory; applications of computer
algebra to projective algebraic geometry and of the canonical module to computational
geometry.
On behalf of the contributors to this special volume, as well as all the participants in
the MSRI Program, we thank the MSRI staff for its hospitality and most particularly its
organizers Marie-Franc¸oise Roy, Michael Singer and Bernd Sturmfels. We are also very
grateful to the referees whose expertise and thoughtful comments are the backbone of
this special issue.
Eduardo Cattani
Reinhard C. Laubenbacher
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